A dehyperplane is a deformed hyperplane in a manifold. We introduce the notion of dehyperplane arrangements in manifolds, and determine their f -polynomial.
Introduction
Hyperplane arrangements are currently a very active area of research, and usually combine ideas from algebra, combinatorics, and geometry. Those associated to the Coxeter groups are certainly the most famous. They particularly appear as "skeletons" of algebraic groups, Hecke algebras, Artin-Tits braid groups, and Lie algebras. In this article, we provide a generalization of the hyperplane arrangements which opens up to further investigations in a near future. Definition 1.1. A simple n-manifold is a nonempty real open contractible n-dimensional manifold. Denote by R n the set formed by the simple n-manifolds, and call each element of R n a n-simanifold. Definition 1.2. Let T ∈ R n , n ∈ N * . A dehyperplane in T is a subset P of T such that P ∈ R n−1 , and P cuts T into two n-simanifolds.
For every dehyperplane P in the n-simanifold T , let P + , P − be both n-simanifolds such that P + P P − = T and P + ∩ P − = P.
Denote by L A the set formed by the nonempty intersections of elements in a finite set A of dehyperplanes P in T , with P ∈∅ P = T . It is a meet semilattice with partial order ≤ defined,
We use the notation [n] 0 for the set [n] ∪ {0}. Definition 1.3. Let n ∈ N * , and S be a subset of R n . Define the dimension of S to be the nonnegative integer dim S := max i ∈ [n] 0 ∃T ∈ R i : T ⊆ S .
A dehyperplane arrangement or DA in T is a finite set A of dehyperplanes in T such that, for every P ∈ A and X ∈ L A such that P ∩ X = ∅, we have
• either P ≤ X,
In that case, we call every i-dimensional element of L A a i-flat.
Hyperplane arrangements are special cases of DAs, but a DA is not even necessarily poset isomorphic to a hyperplane arrangement like the non-Pappus configuration [ Definition 1.5. Let T ∈ R n , n ∈ N * , and A a DA in T . Letting P 0 := P for a dehyperplane P , a face of A is a nonempty subset F ⊆ T having the form
Denote the set formed by the faces of A by F A , and call i-faces its i-dimensional elements.
Denote by f i (A) the number of i-faces of a DA A.
Denote by µ the Möbius function of the meet semilattice L A .
Hyperplane arrangements probably have their origins in face counting of plane arrangements in a 3-dimensional Euclidean space. In 1826, Steiner obtained formulas for the numbers of the i-faces if planes fall into k parallel families in general position [2] . Nearly 150 years later, Zaslavsky provided the same numbers but for hyperplane arrangements [3, Theorem A]. The following result computes the number of i-faces of a DA. Theorem 1.9. Let T ∈ R n , n ∈ N * , and A a DA in T . Then, the f -polynomial of A is
Definition 1.10. Let T ∈ R n , n ∈ N * , and A a DA in T . A chamber of A is a face C ∈ F A such that, for every P ∈ A, P (C) = 0. Denote the set formed by the chambers of A by C A .
We deduce from Theorem 1.9 that the number of chambers in C A is
Example. Consider the DA A ex formed by nine dehyperplanes in R 2 represented in Figure 1 .
As its Möbius polynomial is M Aex (x, y) = 5x 2 + y 2 + 9xy − 11x − 9y + 6, its f -polynomial is then f Aex (x) = 5x 2 + 20x + 16.
The f -Polynomial of a DA After having proved three lemmas, we proceed to the proof of Theorem 1.9 in this section.
Proof. From its definition, T ∈ L A ∩ R n . We proceed by backward induction, that is, let i ∈ [n − 1], j ∈ [n] \ [i], and assume that every j-flat in L A belongs to R j . As a i-flat has the form P ∩ X with P ∈ A, X ∈ L A ∩ R i+1 , P ∩ X = ∅, P X, it consequently belongs to R i according to Definition 1.4.
It is clear that, if B is a nonempty subset of a DA A, then B is also a DA since the fact L B ⊆ L A implies that L B also fulfills both properties in Definition 1.4.
Then, the restriction A X is a DA in X.
Proof. As A X is obviously a DA if A X = ∅, we assume that A X = ∅ for the rest of the proof. It is clear that A X is a finite set of dehyperplanes in X. Denote by Q + , Q − both contractible open subsets associated to a dehyperplane Q in X such that Q + Q Q − = X and Q + ∩ Q − = Q. If X ∈ R i , then
Proof. A chamber of a DA in a n-simanifold is a nonempty open contractible intersection of some n-simanifolds P ε , thus it is a n-simanifold. Let F ∈ F A , and X be the flat
P . If dim X = i, as F is a chamber of A X , then F is also a i-simanifold.
Denote by χ the function Euler characteristic of the shape of a topological space.
Proof of Theorem 1.9. Let X ∈ L A . We know from Lemma 2.2 and Lemma 2.3 that the pair (X, F A X ) forms a simanifold complex. Thus
Moreover, as every i-face F ∈ F A X is a chamber of a unique i-flat
Using the Möbius inversion formula, we obtain
x rk X . Therefore, for every i ∈ [n] 0 , the coefficient λ n−i of x n−i in the polynomial (−1) rk A M A (−x, −1) is
